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1. Batch work and plan ahead, having items available outside each patient room.
2. Sanitize hands.
3. Put on first pair of gloves.
4. Secure the belt around the waist.
5. Secure the battery on the left side of the belt.
6. Connect the helmet to the battery.
7. Check the LED lights to ensure the battery is fully charged.
8. Put helmet on head and size to fit by turning ratchet knob to adjust the headband.
9. Adjust fan speed to comfort.
10. Disconnect the battery.
11. Take off the helmet and place it inside the PAPR hood.
12. Slide the helmet into the hood until it snaps in the center hole. Snap helmet into the hood on the left and right side snaps of the face shield.
13. Set the assembled PAPR hood aside.
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15. Put on coveralls outside room.
   Open-end faces your front.

16. Insert PAPR power cord connector into the battery.

17. Put the helmet on, letting the hood drape around your shoulders over the coveralls.

18. Zip up the front of the coveralls.

19. Straighten the hood draping and tie it down.

20. Put on second pair of gloves.


Entry

22. ENTER room
   DO NOT enter the room if you do not achieve a proper fit of the PAPR system.

23. Do not touch or re-adjust PAPR system inside the room.
Extended wear EW

PAPR, coveralls, double gloves

Next patient: COVID+

Patient Room

1. **Sanitize** outer gloves.
   - ![Sanitize outer gloves](image)

2. **Remove** outer gloves.
   - ![Remove outer gloves](image)

3. **Sanitize** inner gloves.
   - ![Sanitize inner gloves](image)

Exit

4. **Exit** patient room.
   - ![Exit patient room](image)
Extended wear

**Gloves**

1. Sanitize inner gloves.
2. Put on fresh outer gloves.

**Walking**

3. Walk to next patient with confirmed COVID-19 (marked) while remaining in marked zone.
4. Do not touch your face, the walls, rails, or anybody else until reaching the next room.

**Entry**

5. Sanitize outer gloves.
6. Enter NEXT COVID-19 patient room or area.
7. Do not touch face or re-adjust PAPR system inside room.
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**Coveralls**

1. Sanitize outer gloves.
2. Remove outer gloves.
3. Sanitize inner gloves.
4. Wipe down torso, arms, and legs.
5. Sanitize inner gloves.
7. Grasp coveralls around lower back area and pull down.
8. Remove coveralls from shoulders and pull down below knees.
9. Remove and step out of the coveralls by marching and stomping on the arms of the coveralls.
10. Remove into bin for reuse without touching outside of coveralls.
11. Sanitize gloves.
12. Exit patient room.

**Exit**

Next patient: NOT COVID+

---

Coveralls

Taking PPE OFF

INSIDE room

PAPR, coveralls, double gloves
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Hood

1. Sanitize gloves.
2. Place wipe on table.
3. Untie the PAPR hood.
4. Grasp face shield at the sides and pull out snaps.
5. Pull face shield forward and release helmet pin.
6. Grab hood top, pull back, then pull forward to remove hood, avoiding your face.
7. If reusing, place hood in designated bin.

Helmet, Belt, Battery

8. Sanitize gloves.
9. Remove helmet motor, DO NOT touch your face.
10. Wipe helmet.
11. Remove and wipe battery.
12. Remove and wipe belt.
13. Sanitize gloves.
14. Remove gloves.
15. Wash hands.
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